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The Greek Myths 2012-03-01
the greek myths contains some of the most thrilling romantic and unforgettable stories in all human history from achilles rampant on the
fields of troy to the gods at sport on mount olympus from icarus flying too close to the sun to the superhuman feats of heracles theseus
and the wily odysseus these timeless tales exert an eternal fascination and inspiration that have endured for millennia and influenced
cultures from ancient to modern beginning at the dawn of human civilization when the titan prometheus stole fire from zeus and offered
mankind hope the reader is immediately immersed in the majestic magical and mythical world of the greek gods and heroes as the tales
unfold renowned classicist robin waterfield creates a sweeping panorama of the romance intrigues heroism humour sensuality and
brutality of the greek myths and legends the terrible curse that plagued the royal houses of mycenae and thebes jason and the golden
fleece perseus and the dread gorgon the wooden horse and the sack of troy these amazing stories have influenced art and literature from
the iron age to the present day and far from being just a treasure trove of timeless tales the greek myths is a catalogue of greek myth in
art through the ages and a notable work of literature in its own right

The Norse Myths 2018-11-29
the great norse myths are among the most dramatic and unforgettable stories in all human history these fascinating fantastical tales
have inspired centuries of art culture and literature including the storytelling of tolkien neil gaiman george rr martin s game of thrones
wagner s ring cycle and marvel comics the norse myths takes us on a thrilling journey through the norse cosmos from the creation of the
world to ragnarok the final world destroying conflict via the nine worlds and the exploits of the mighty gods and goddesses mystical odin
malicious loki mighty thor and more and their quarrel with the giants bringing to life the magical world of monsters and mythical
creatures this also introduces the adventures of humankind folk heroes and tricksters sigmund s great battle in the volsung saga the
exploits of kings and princes and viking exploration and settlement of new lands including iceland greenland america and viking life in
the mediterranean and the east as well as a treasure trove of these epic stories of heroism and cruelty squabbles and seductions the
norse myths is a comprehensive study of their origins survival and interpretations as academically important as it is exhilarating

Perseus the Hero 2016-11-03
you are the mighty greek hero perseus to save your mother you must battle medusa a deadly monster with snakes for hair and a gaze
that could turn you to stone you will also face magical nymphs and dangerous creatures on your journey do you have what it takes to
survive and save your mother
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Neighbors, Strangers, Witches, and Culture-Heroes 2013-09-24
this book examines alleged superhuman powers predominantly associated with smith artisans in five african societies it discusses their
ritual and social roles mythico histories symbols surrounding their art and changing relationships between these specialists and their
patrons needed but also feared these smith artisans work in traditionally hereditary occupations and in stratified but negotiable
relationships with their rural patron families many of them now also work for new customers in an expanding market economy which is
still characterized by personal face to face interactions rasmussen maintains that a framework integrating anthropological theories of
witchcraft alterity symbolism and power is fundamental to understanding local accusations and tensions in these relationships she also
argues that it is critical to deconstruct and disentangle guilt blame and envy concepts that are often conflated in anthropology at the
expense of falsely accused witch figures the first portion of this book is an ethnographic analysis of smith artisans in tuareg society and
draws on primary source data from this author s long term social cultural anthropological field research in tuareg kel tamajaq
communities of northern niger and mali the latter portion of the book is a cross cultural comparison and it re analyzes the tuareg case
drawing on secondary data on ritual powers and smith artisans in four other african societies the amhara of ethiopia the bidan moors of
mauritania the kapsiki of cameroon and the mande of southern mali in the concluding analysis there is discussion of similarities and
differences between these cases the social consequences of ritual knowledge and power in each community and their wider implications
for anthropology of religion human rights and african studies

No Ordinary Heroes: 2008-08-01
you will feel the heat from this gripping tale from ground zero at katrina mehmet c oz m d on the night of august 27 2005 dr demaree
inglese was one of many new orleans residents convinced that approaching hurricane katrina would pass with minimal impact the next
few days events would prove how mistaken they all were and dr inglese medical director of the new orleans city jail would lead his staff
through a crisis of deadly proportions a page turning true story inglese tells it brilliantly dennis m powers author of sentinel of the seas
massive flooding transformed the sprawling jail complex into an island in the crippled city without power or running water and with food
supplies dwindling the medical team cared for thousands of inmates staff and neighborhood residents while deputies struggled to
maintain order rioting prisoners burning buildings swat team rescues and medical emergencies all conspired to create a storm within a
storm brings the human scale of the tragedy to life publishers weekly vividly re creating seven days that felt like an eternity to those who
survived them no ordinary heroes is a stark revealing testament to the power of the human spirit in the most harrowing circumstances
there s no putting this one down john gilstrap author of six minutes to freedom with 16 pages of dramatic photos updated with a new
epilogue
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Celebrity Colonialism 2020-06-12
celebrity colonialism brings together studies on an array of personalities movements and events from the colonial era to the present and
explores the intersection of discourses formations and institutions that condition celebrity in colonial and postcolonial cultures across
nineteen chapters it examines the entanglements of fame and power fame in colonial and postcolonial settings each chapter
demonstrates the sometimes highly ambivalent roles played by famous personalities as endorsements and apologists for antagonists and
challengers of colonial imperial and postcolonial institutions and practices and each in their way provides an insight into the complex set
of meanings implied by novel term celebrity colonialism the contributions to this collection demonstrate that celebrity provides a
powerful lens for examining the nexus of discourses institutions and practices associated with the dynamics of appropriation domination
resistance and reconciliation that characterize colonial and postcolonial cultural politics taken together the contributions to celebrity
colonialism argue that the examination of celebrity promises to enrich our understanding of what colonialism was and more significantly
what it has become

Convention and Innovation in Literature 1989-01-01
this work is a critical evaluation of the concepts of convention and innovation as applied in the study of changing literary values
hierarchies and canons two approaches are analyzed 1 the linking of convention and the subject s awareness of convention and 2
systems theory the merits of both approaches are discussed and an attempt is made to combine them and to regard systems of literary
communication primarily as systems of conventions specific cases of changing conventions and innovation are illustrated with examples
from the field of versification rimbaud reception studies puskin goethe george eliot the dichotomy of forgetting remembering nietzsche
proust avant garde the american dream and popular genres assimilated in postmodernism

The Hedgewitch's Little Book of Spells, Charms & Brews 2021-06-08
explore old world magic and contemporary charms with this brilliant book of enchantments within these pages you will discover more
than one hundred spells charms and recipes for love money health family career and more author tudorbeth has selected the best
traditional workings along with contemporary spells that can be done with readily available ingredients hedgewitchery is the individual
pursuit of living in harmony with nature while practicing magic this book shares everything from old world spells to magical
enchantments for modern problems like credit card issues and unwanted house guests you will discover delicious recipes such chocolate
avocado mousse and charms and spells for prosperity good luck fertility friendships and so much more all of the spells can be modified to
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suit your own individual needs and feelings and the author includes helpful suggestions for incorporating herbs crystals and oils to
empower your magic

Olympians Vs. Titans 2017-06-15
what happens when the mighty god zeus and the titan ruler cronus battle to reign over the world war rages as seas boil and mountains
crumble the sky roars with the wrath of gods whose side will you be on do you have what it takes to be victorious full page illustrations
interactive stories and multiple endings transport you back to ancient greece and into the battle between the olympian gods and the
titans

Jason, the Argonauts, and the Golden Fleece 2016-08
interactive adventures about the mythical greek hero jason and his quest for the golden fleece in you choose format

Shakspere's Predecessors in the English Drama 1884
in myths legends and heroes editor daniel anzelark has brought together scholars of old norse icelandic and old english literature to
explore the translation and transmission of norse myth the use of literature in society and authorial self reflection the place of myth in
the expression of family relationships and recurrent motifs in northern literature the essays in myths legends and heroes include an
examination of the theme of sibling rivalry an analysis of christ s unusual ride into hell as found in both old norse and old english a
discussion of beowulf s swimming prowess and an analysis of the poetry in snorri sturluson s edda a tribute to durham university
professor john mckinnell s distinguished contributions to the field this volume offers new insights in light of linguistic and archaeological
evidence and a broad range of study with regard to both chronology and methodology

Myths, Legends, and Heroes 2011-01-01
augustin kalivota a 19 year old man from czechoslovakia who is living with his paternal uncle and aunt is looking for a job in america but
cannot because he has not a birth certifi cate for a fi re destroyed it in 1950 additionally he is curious as to whether or not his parents
were involved in the resistance movement during world war 2 he must now return to czechoslovakia not only to obtain a copy of his birth
certifi cate but also to fi nd out the truth about his parents whom his uncle and aunt despise
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OF COWARDS AND HEROES 2014
the book provides highlights on the key concepts and trends of evolution in history of fiction in china as one of the series of books of
china classified histories

The Sages and Heroes of the American Revolution 1853
olivia manning a woman at war is the first literary biography of the twentieth century novelist olivia manning it tells the story of a writer
whose life and work were shaped by her own fierce ambition and like many of her generation the events and aftermath of the second
world war from the time she left portsmouth for london in the mid 1930s determined to become a famous writer through her wartime
years in the balkans and the middle east and until her death in london in 1980 olivia manning was a dedicated and hard working author
married to a british council lecturer stationed in bucharest olivia manning arrived in romania on the 3rd september 1939 the fateful day
when allied forces declared war on germany for the duration of world war two she kept one step ahead of invading german forces as she
and her husband fled romania for greece and then greece for the middle east where they stayed until the end of the war these
tumultuous wartime years are the subject of her best known and most transparently autobiographical novels the balkan trilogy and the
levant trilogy olivia manning refused to be labelled a feminist but her novels depict with cutting insight and sardonic wit the marginal
position of women striving for independent identity in arenas frequently controlled by men whether on the frontlines of war or in the
publishing world of the 1950s however she did not just write about world war two and women s lives amongst other things manning
published fiction about making do in britain s post war age of austerity about desecration of the environment through uncontrolled
development and about the painful adjustment to post war british life for young men as the author of thirteen published novels two
volumes of short stories several works of non fiction and a regular reviewer of contemporary fiction she was a visible presence on the
british literary scene throughout her life and her work provides a detailed insight into the period grounded in thorough research and
enriched by discussion of previously unexamined manuscripts and letters olivia manning a woman at war is a timely study of olivia
manning s remarkable life deirdre david integrates incisive critical analysis of manning s writing with extensive discussion of the
historical contexts of her fiction

Sartor Resartus, and Heroes hero worship 1897
this volume is the sequel to karl schefold s myth and legend in early greek art and the second in his ambitious project to trace the
representation of the greek myths in greek art from the beginnings down to the hellenistic period
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History of Fiction in China 2013-01-10
a companion to phenomenology and existentialism is acomplete guide to two of the dominant movements of philosophy inthe twentieth
century written by a team of leading scholars including dagfinnføllesdal j n mohanty robert solomon jean luc marion highlights the area
of overlap between the two movements features longer essays discussing each of the main schools ofthought shorter essays introducing
prominent themes andproblem oriented chapters organised topically around concepts such as temporality intentionality death and
nihilism features essays on unusual subjects such as medicine theemotions artificial intelligence and environmentalphilosophy

Olivia Manning 1992-12-03
this book explores poems novels legends operas and other genres of writing from the ming dynasty it is composed of two parts the
literary history and comprehensive reference materials based on the compilation of several chronologies by studying individual literary
works the book analyzes the basic laws of the development of literature during the ming dynasty and explores the influences of people
time and place on literature from a sociological perspective in turn it conducts a contrastive analysis of chinese and western literature
based on similar works from the same literary genre and their creative methods the book also investigates the relationship between
literary theory and literary creation practices including those used at various poetry schools in closing it studies the unique aesthetic
traits of related works sharing valuable insights and perspectives the book can serve as a role model for future literary history studies it
offers a unique resource for literary researchers reference guide for students and educators and lively read for members of the general
public

Gods and Heroes in Late Archaic Greek Art 2008-04-15
capsule english literature is as the name suggests a comprehensive study of english literature the vastness of english literature with
many writers works themes genres and dimensions major and minor mystifies the students and teachers this book is primarily intended
to meet the requirements of graduate and postgraduate students who are ready to appear for state and national level competitive exams
there are several books with big volumes but this book focuses on major writers and their contributions it enables the students to get an
overall idea of english literature from chaucer to the present era it provides knowledge of how questions are asked in competitive exams
this book will be useful to the students of literature in their preparation for state eligibility test and national eligibility test
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A Companion to Phenomenology and Existentialism 2022-01-22
the 1st ed includes an index to v 28 36 of st nicholas

A History of Literature in the Ming Dynasty 2021-03-27
official organ of the book trade of the united kingdom

Capsule English Literature 1962
this is a literary biography of richard aldington founding member of the imagist movement poet of the first world war author of death of
a hero and a biography of d h lawrence aldington s is an extraordinary human story dealing with contemporary issues such as
confrontation of sexual mores of the day and the impact of his soldier experience on his life and work there hasn t been a recent
biography of aldington the only one of the war poets not to have one with the interest in the first world war increasing as we near the
centenary the time is right for this book this biography explores the relationships of aldington with other prominent literary figures ezra
pound herbert read t s eliot d h lawrence and his unsuccessful marriage with h d this first instalment of a hopefully two volume
biography covers aldington s life and work up to 1929 it investigates the years 1911 1915 in which aldington helped found modernism
and formed relationships with other modernists the years 1916 19 when his life fell apart after his soldier experience the years 1920 28
when he tried to re establish his literary career laid the foundations of modern literary criticism and his writing of death of a hero at the
end of the decade a blistering attack on all that had made the war possible offical blurb the story of richard aldington outstanding
imagist poet and author of the bestselling war novel death of a hero 1929 takes place against the backdrop of some of the most turbulent
and creative years of the twentieth century vivien whelpton provides a remarkably detailed and sensitive portrayal of the writer from
early adolescence his life as a stalwart of the pre war london literary scene as a soldier and in the difficult aftermath of the first world
war is deftly rendered through a careful and detailed analysis of the novels poems and letters of the writer himself and his close circle of
acquaintance the complexities of london s bohemia with its scandalous relationships social grandstanding and incredible creative output
are masterfully untangled and the spotlight placed firmly on the talented group of poets christened by ezra pound as imagistes the
author demonstrates profound psychological insight into aldington s character and childhood in her nuanced analysis of his post war
survivor s guilt and consideration of the three most influential women in his life his wife the gifted american poet h d dorothy yorke the
woman he left her for and brigit patmore his brilliant and fascinating older mistress richard aldington poet soldier and lover vividly
reveals aldington s warm and passionate nature and the vitality which characterised his life and works concluding with his triumphant
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personal and literary resurrection with the publication of death of a hero

Children's Catalog 1893
the quiet conquests of these olympic athletes represent the true measure of a hero often far from the cheering fans that mark a win on
the field

Massachusetts Medical Journal 1897
one of the great joys of the academic life is to pay homage in a festschrift to a scholar who has influenced both colleagues and students
over years of interaction and friendship both professional and personal this volume honors a scholar and theologian of historical theology
a theorist and a practitioner of religion and the arts and a keen analyst of cultural trends both ancient and modern margaret r miles s
prodigious production as a scholar has legendary qualities her dozen plus books alone explore history patristics ancient philosophy art
and art history spiritual formation and religious practice critical theory film ethics and values personal growth gender and women s
studies as well as her true academic loves augustine and plotinus the breadth and depth of her own work and her influence upon others
demands an expansive volume which the editors of this festschrift unfortunately had to restrict to four categories historical theology
religion and culture religion and gender and religion and the visual arts in order to capture the heart of our appreciation for her from the
introduction

The Bookseller and the Stationery Trades' Journal 2014-12-31
can a wounded hero let go of the past wounded marine trey rothchild has returned to polk island people call him a hero but will he ever
feel that way after losing his team reuniting with high school crush gia harris buoys his spirits though she s focused on making her
physical therapy clinic a success and avoiding romance with patients gia can t bear watching the former athlete sit on the sidelines of life
could helping trey recover include loving him fearlessly from harlequin heartwarming wholesome stories of love compassion and
belonging polk island book 1 a family for the firefighter book 2 her hometown hero

Richard Aldington 1996
reproduction of the original the publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to make reading easier
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for people with impaired vision

Olympic Heroes 2006-05-15
primal scenes is concerned with those elements in the thought of freud and heidegger which make us continue to regard them as our
contemporaries it seeks to reassert their radical potential which the author believes has been minimized as as critics celebrate the
radicality of lacan derrida and others

The Subjective Eye 2022-01-25
the short story has been a staple of american literature since the nineteenth century taught in virtually every high school and
consistently popular among adult readers but what makes a short story unique in reading for storyness susan lohafer former president of
the society for the study of the short story argues that there is much more than length separating short stories from novels and other
works of fiction with its close readings of stories by kate chopin julio cortázar katherine mansfield and others this book challenges
assumptions about the short story and effectively redefines the genre in a fresh and original way in her analysis lohafer combines
traditional literary theory with a more unconventional mode of research monitoring the reactions of readers as they progress through a
story to establish a new poetics of the genre singling out the phenomenon of imminent closure as the genre s defining trait she then
proceeds to identify preclosure points or places where a given story could end in order to access hidden layers of the reading experience
she expertly harnesses this theory of preclosure to explore interactions between pedagogy and theory formalism and cultural studies
fiction and nonfiction returning to the roots of storyness lohafer illuminates the intricacies of classic short stories and experimental
forms of surreal postmodern and minimalist fiction she also discusses the impact of social constructions such as gender on the
identification of preclosure points by individual readers reading for storyness combines cognitive science with literary theory to present
a compelling argument for the uniqueness of the short story

Her Hometown Hero 2024-02-26
at the hand of the hero karna this book offers a model for heroic religion having to a large extent shaped not only the indic epics but also
cognate indo european epics such as homer s iliad
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Captain Cook's Journal During His First Voyage Round the World; Made in H. M.
Bark "Endeavour", 1768-71 1986
taking hegel s famous master slave dialectic as its starting point this wide ranging book examines portrayals of masters slaves and
servants in works by carlyle dickens eliot collins and others the questions raised about modern mastery and slavery are pursued in
relation to intriguing nineteenth century figures as the american slave holder the musician the demagogue and the jew

Primal Scenes 1977

Heroes 2020-03-03

Reading for Storyness 2004-01-01

The Sanskrit Hero 1916

Documents of the Assembly of the State of New York 1917

Report 1916

University of the State of New York Bulletin 1912
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List of Books for Prison Libraries 1916

New York State Education Department Bulletin 1917

Annual Report 2002-12-17

Mastery and Slavery in Victorian Writing
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